
Characters D6 / Lathe (Nikto Guard)

Name: Lathe

Died: 4 ABY, Tatooine

Species: Kajain'sa'Nikto

Gender: Male

Skin color: Red

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 2D+1

        Blaster: 5D

        Brawling Parry: 4D+2

        Dodge: 5D+1

        Melee Weapons: 5D+1

        Melee Parry: 5D+1

        Vehicle Blasters: 5D+2

PERCEPTION: 2D

        Con: 2D+2

        Gambling: 3D+1

        Search: 3D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 2D

        Intimidation: 4D

        Value: 3D+2

STRENGTH: 3D+1

        Brawling: 3D+2

MECHANICAL: 3D+1

         Beast Riding: 4D+1

         Repulsorlift Operation: 5D

TECHNICAL: 2D+1

        Repulsorlift Repair: 3D

        Security: 2D+2

Special Abilities:

        Kajain'sa'Nikto Claws: Their claws add +1D to climbing and do STR+2 damage.

        Kajain'sa'Nikto Stamina: These Nikto have great stamina in desert environments. They receive a

+1D bonus to both survival: desert and stamina rolls.

        Vision: Nikto have a natural eye-shielding of a transparent keratin-like substance. They suffer no

adverse effects from sandstorms or similar conditions, nor does their vision blur underwater.

EQUIPMENT

        CREDITS - 125

               Light Blue Tunic, White Shirt,  Gray Pauldron, Brown Pants, Brown Helmet (+2 vs Energy



Damage, +1D vs Physical Damage), Blaster Pistol (4D), Comlink, Black Spear (Str+2D damage)

FORCE SENSITIVE N

FORCE POINTS 2

DARK SIDE POINTS 1

CHARACTER POINTS 3

Description: Lathe was a Kajain'sa'Nikto male who worked in the criminal empire of the Hutt crime lord

Jabba Desilijic Tiure. A guard who worked in Jabba's Palace on the planet Tatooine, he was part of a

group that traveled on a Bantha-II cargo skiff to the Great Pit of Carkoon in order to watch the execution

of three of the Hutt's prisoners.

The Jedi Luke Skywalker, one of the prisoners, managed to arm himself with a lightsaber and begun

attacking his captors when they tried to push into the maw of the sarlacc that dwelt in the pit. After

Skywalker defeated all of the guards on the skiff he had been traveling on, he boarded the skiff carrying

Lathe as the guards onboard began shooting at the Jedi. Skywalker then killed the guards on the second

skiff, including Lathe, either with his lightsaber or by knocking them overboard to be eaten by the sarlacc.

Biography

Lathe was a Kajain'sa'Nikto male slave who worked in the criminal empire of the Hutt crime lord Jabba

Desilijic Tiure and served as a guard in Jabba's Palace on the planet Tatooine. In 4 ABY, Jabba ordered

that three of his prisoners—the Jedi Luke Skywalker and the smugglers Han Solo and Chewbacca—be

fed to the sarlacc in the Great Pit of Carkoon. Two Bantha-II cargo skiffs and Jabba's sail barge,

Khetanna, then traveled to the pit, with one skiff carrying the prisoners, and the other carrying a group of

guards that included Lathe. Upon reaching the pit, the prisoners' skiff stopped above the sarlacc, while

the skiff carrying Lathe, which was piloted by the Skrilling Pote Snitkin, began joyriding around in circles

over the desert.

From onboard his sail barge, Jabba gave the prisoners one last chance to beg for their lives. Solo and

Chewbacca refused, and Skywalker threatened Jabba before being selected as the first to be executed.

After being pushed off the plank above the sarlacc, Skywalker leapt back onto the skiff and attacked the

guards with his lightsaber, which had been launched to him by his astromech droid R2-D2. Skywalker

and his allies dispatched all of the guards aboard the first skiff while Snitkin piloted his skiff closer. Lathe

stood ready while other guards fired their blaster pistols at Skywalker, prompting the Jedi to leap onto the

second skiff and begin attacking Lathe and the others on board.

Stood around the middle of the skiff's deck, Lathe leveled his weapon at Skywalker as the Jedi knocked

first Brock Starsher and then a human guard overboard. The Nikto Yotts Oren rushed passed Lathe, but

was also sent flying into the sarlacc's maw by a blow from Skywalker, who then kicked at Lathe, causing

the guard to reel back. Lathe was then killed as Skywalker defeated the remaining guards on board.

Ultimately, the Jedi and his allies also killed Jabba and destroyed the sail barge before escaping.

Personality and traits

Lathe had red skin.



Equipment

While on the skiff, Lathe wore a light blue tunic over a white shirt with a gray pauldron, brown pants, and

a brown helmet. He used a black spear-like weapon to try and attack Skywalker. 
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